Palctte reordering is one of the most effective approaches for improving the compression of color-indexed images. Kecently, a theoretically motivated modification of a reordering technique proposed by Zeng er al. was suggcsted, based on an exponential distribution model of the prediction residuals. In this paper, we develop this theoretical analysis further, exploiting a broader model based on exponential power distributions.
INTRODUCTION
The compression of color-indexed images is very demanding for most general purpose continuous-lone image, coding techniques. Specialized approaches for coding colorindexed images do exist (see, for example, [I, 2, 3, 41) . However, it remains an important topic to ensure that general purpose image coding techniques, such a .~ JPEG-LS Color-indexed images are represented by a matrix of indexes (the index image) and by a color-map or palette. The indexes in the matrix address positions in the color-map and, therefore, establish the colors of the corresponding pixels. For a particular image, the mapping between index values and colors is not unique. In fact, it can be arbitrarily pcrmuted, under the condition that the corresponding index image is changed accordingly.
Palette rcordering is a class of preprocessing methods, having the goal of finding a permutation of the color palette such that thc resulting image of indexes is more suitable for compression. If the optimal configuration is sought, then the computational complexity involved can be high. In fact, the number of possible configurations for a table of M colors corresponds to the number of permutations of M objects, which equals M ! . Therefore, exhaustive search is impractical for most of the interesting cases, which motivated sev- . This is done through the adoption of an exponential power distribution model which, as a particular case, includes the cxponential distribution.
ZENG'S METHOD
Thc palette re-indexing method proposed by Zeng et al. [ 141 is based on an one-step look-ahead greedy approach, which aims at increasing the lossless compression efticiency of color-indexed images. The algorithm starts by finding the index that is most frequently located adjacent to other (different) indexes, and the index that is most frequently found adjacent to it. This pair of indexes is the starting base for an ordered set, 5 , that will be constructed, one index at a time, during the operation of the re-indexing algorithm. We denote by vi the indexes already assigned to the ordered set (i indicates the position of the index in the ordered set and, therefore, its distance to the left end side of the set) and by U those still unassigned. Therefore, just before starting the iterations, 5 = {vlrv2}. where V I and v2 are the two indexes mentioned above. New indexes can only be attached to the left or to the right extremity of the ordered set.
The algorithm then proceeds as follows. For each iteration, compute U L and UR according to: 
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GENERALIZED ZENG'S METHOD
In Moreover, we can also write
(Iog,P(i) -I o g , P ( l~l -i+ I ) ) C(u,vi) = "iES
For exponentially power distributed residuals, i.e., con- Table 1 , we observe that, in fact, the exponential model seems to be a reasonable choice for most of the images. From the 30 test images included in Table I , 17 (18 for JPEG 2000) of them had compression improvements of less than one percent. However, for some of the images (6 for JPEG-LS and 8 for JPEG 2000) the lossless compression gain was over 3%.
P ( k ) = A # ,
A somewhat surprising observation is that, for 17 images, the best value of y is the same for both encoders, and for 6 others they differ only by 0.1. This means that, apparently, for most of the images, the same distribution model is well suited for encoding engines so different as those of JPEG-LS (prediction-based) and JPEG 2000 (transformbased). In our opinion, this observation deservcs further study, because it may contribute for establishing links between these two coding principles.
Finally, although currently it is not very practical to use the exponential power model for palette reordering (due to the need of searching for the best y for each image), it may be so if a low complexity way of guessing it from the image is found. This is a possibility that we plan to exploit in a near future. Table 1 . Lossless compression results, using JPEG-LS 'and lossless JPEG 2000 encoders, of a number of synthetic and natural color-indexed images. The "mZeng" values refer to the technique proposed in [ 171, whereas "Proposed refers to the reordering method based on the exponential power distribution model addressed in this paper. "Gain" indicates the percentage of compression of the "Proposed" in relation to the corresponding "mZeng". The y columns indicate the best valuc of this parameter for each image I encoder pair. All compression values include the size of the color-map.
